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Variance of timber volume in stands of different species as \\,ell as expenses to allocate sampling plots o f  various size have 
been studied. Minimizing espenses  per inventor), object,  optiriial size (500 m:) of a plot has been ascertained. For permanent 
observation a colnples sanipling unit has been determined, consisting of circular plots 500 1n2 in sizc for trecs thicker than 14 cln. 
I O C  m2  - thicker than 6 crn, its quarters - for thicker than 2 cm and all planted saplings, strip 3 s 20 In in size for sampling 
undergrowth, underbrush and regeneration, two angle-count plots for the estimation o f  the mean parameters in a stand. 

In the result of analysis of the ratio between cspenses to attain the object (driving and walking) and make measurements in 
plots, the purposeftilness of grouping plots in 4 was determined. In order to raise representation of sampling design by minimizing 
probabi l i ty  o f  occu r rence  o f  more  than one  plot on [lie s a m c  s i t e  and t ak ing  in to  accoun t  tlie avcrage s i ze  o f  a s tand 
compartnicnt. its configuration. thc length of tract edge in 1.itliuariian forcsts was estimat-d to be 250 m.  Irregular distribution 
both bv  distance ant1 direction was ascertained for linear objccls: block lines, roads. ditches. slrcalns. which arc able to affect the 
changing paranictrrs of s tands  arid tracts by the wave ~ ~ r i n c i p l e .  Tliis served as  thc basis for sys temat ic  with random start  
allocation of groups o f  plots - tracts and orientallon of their edges towards the main parts o f  tllc \vorld. 
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Introduction 

In carrying out national forest inventory by sampling 
method the main unit is a sample plot. Most often circular 
plots with constant radius are used. Their size depends on 
measured parameters, their variance, and time input needed 
to find and measure the plots. This is preconditioned by 
species diversity in the forests, stand composition pecu- 
liarities, management intensity of the forests. The plots are 
usually joined into groups (Ranneby, 1987; Schieler, 1995, 
KulieSis, 1989) when looking for optimum between the level 
of object representation and expenditures to reach and mea- 
sure the plots. The number of  plots in a group and the dis- 
tance between plots in it depend on forest accessibility, 
stand area, diversity of  sites. Only in rare cases (study on 
European forestry information and communication systems, 
1997) sample plots in the country forests are allocated indi- 
vidually. 

Hitherto in Lithuania there were used in practice 
sample plots of  different s ize but with equal number of 
trees in them, on average 20 - 30 trees (KulieSis, 197 1 ; 
Antanaitis, 1973, Juknys, 1975). Sample plots of  varying 
radius in the inventory object carry a subjective element 
using them for area estimation, as  far as  the size of  a plot 
and representation of  different land categories during 
sampling will depend on a subject ive decision o f  the 

surveyor. Using plots o f  different radius, the area o f  
plots becomes the weight while estimating the main clia- 
racteristics -volume, increment, due to which the results 
having one  meaning are  impossible  (KulieSis, 1994,  
Payendeh, 1986). 

Sample plots with changing area are  least suitable 
for permanent measuring. Trees occurring in sanipling 
when enlarging the plots may be interpreted as tempo- 
rarily measurable. 

For  the national forest inventory by sampling 
method the main task arises to  base the size o f  sampling 
units, their construction and grouping.  

Aim of invesfigrrtion 

In order  to create an optimal sampling design for 
Lithuanian forest inventory, to  carry out  inventory with 
minimal labour expenditures at  determined accuracy, it is 
necessary to optimize the size of  sample plots, their con- 
struction and  joining into groups - tracts,  tract form, 
length o f  edges, their orientation. 

Investigation object, extent 

Studies on tract edge length have been conducted 
in the forests o f  the Bi r ia i  forest enterprise arranged on 
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the GIs  basis. In the forests there were evenly allocated 
10 squares 2x2 km in size with edges oriented in NS-EW 
directions. In the study object 30-80-year-old mixed 
broadleaved stands with spruce and mixed spruce 
stands with admixture of softwood deciduous trees 
prevail. The average stand compartment size varies 
within the range of 1.7-2.2 ha. 

To ascertain tract form and edge orientation, the re- 
gularity of distribution and direction of the most common 
linear objects in the forests were studied in all Lithuanian 
forests. The direction and distribution regularities of block 
lines, roads, streams and ditches were assessed using di- 
gital data basis of satellite image map with an added layer 
of forests at the Forest Inventory and Management Insti- 
tute. To select the study objects a scheme of dividing the 
map of Lithuanian territory (S I: 50000) into squares of 
25x25 km was applied. Of 136 squares 20 evenly distri- 
buted on the whole territory were chosen for the study. 

The size and structure of a sample unit were studied 
according to test inventory data in Jiire forest district of 
the Kazlq Riida training forest enterprise (Kulieiis, 1996; 
KasperaviEius, 1997) as well as experimental measure- 
ments in Lithuanian forests. With the aid of pilot study 
national forest inventory was carried out in the Kazly 
Ruda forests in 1996 on an area of 4263 Iia by allocating 
on forest land 142 permanent sample plots (Table 1). In 
accordance with species cornposition the object of pilot 
inventory is close to Lithuanian forests, except a some- 
what greater prevalence of black alder stands. In the 
object of pilot inventory pine (40%), black alder (20%), 
spruce (19%), and birch (16%) stands prevail. Other 
species comprise only 5%. Quite productive sites prevail 
in the object. Pine and spruce stands are characterized 
by 29 m height index, black alder - 26 m, birch stands - 
25 m. A lot of overmoistured and marshy sites have been 
drained. Well-formed 49-year-old (pine - 56, spruce - 54, 
softwood deciduous - 43), stands of higher than the 
average stocking level (pine stands 0.8, spruce and black 
alder stands - 0.73, birch stands - 0.67) predominate 
with slightly pronounced second storey. 

After elaboration of a preliminary sampling design 
for Lithuanian NFI, in the autumn of 1997 test measure- 

Table 1. Distribution of study sample plots (P I  - pilot 
inventory object, LT - rest region of Lithuania) 

ments were made in different regions of Lithuania cover- 
ing forests with possibly more diverse species compo- 
sition, structure and site conditions (Table 1). In the 
Kaunas region 8 sample plots were measured, TelSiai - 
6, Kurienai - 4, Varcna - 14 and Ukmerge - 19. A total 
of 5 1 sample plots were measured, quite sufficiently 
representing stands of different species composition, 
age, stocking level and site conditions (Table 1). 

Methods 

Edge length of the tracts was studied within 125 - 
400 m range. In each of squares of 10 2x2 km in size on 
the digital map of the Biriai  forest enterprise forests 
plots of 500 m2 were allocated by using 125,250 and 400 
m network. In each case  the occurrence of plots of the 
same tract on the same site was recorded. 

In ten squares of 25x25 km in size allocated on the 
Lithuanian territory all section lines were identified, their 
starting, intersection with other linear objects or turning 
points were ascertained. For each segment the direction 
and length were estimated. To assess the direction, all 
section lines were divided into 2 groups: oriented to- 
wards NS and EW direction. In order to ascertain distri- 
bution regularities of other linear objects, in each square 
the largest forest tract was selected. Its centre was 
crossed by two perpendicular lines directed towards N S  
and EW. the distances between crossing the lines 
routes, roads, ditches and streams were determined. The 
mean distances anlong linear objects, their standard 
deviations were calculated for each tract separately and 
then for the whole Lithuania. 

In the experimental Kazly Ruda object evenly on the 
whole area every I000 m square tracts of 400x400 m have 
been allocated. On each edge every 200 m one main per- 
manent and one auxiliary - temporal plot have been 
singled out. In permanent plots of 400 m2 in size all trees 
more than 10 cm in diameter in them have been measured. 
Trees with less than 10 cm in diameter have been mea- 
sured in plots of 100 m2. Measure~nents have been made 
using compass, 50 m measuring tape, ultrasound distan- 
ce measurer to estimate the distance to the tree at 1 cm 
accuracy; Swedish calliper to measure the diameter at 1 
mm accuracy and Silva heightmeter to measure the 
height at 0.5 m accuracy. 

During test measurements in other regions of Lithu- 
ania the area of plots was enlarged up to 500 m! Trees 
with 14 cm in diameter and thinner ones were measured 
in plots of 100 m2. In accordance with unified methods 
of dendrometric estimation (KulieSis, 1989) in plots of 
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any size the volume of  trees and other parameters were a different site. As far as  stand compartments are changing 
estimated. For a group of  i-size plots the variance of tree in their size and form, the distance of plots allocation was 
volume was estimated. studied in a wider range - from 125 to 400 m in length. 

where: 

c?,, - standard deviation of  tree volume, 

lu,, - volume of  trees in plots j ,  - 
M I  - the mean volume of  trees of  i-size plot group, 

rz, - number of plots o f  size i 

Photography of operation time allows 11s to estimate 
time input for various measurement operations. Total time 
consumption to inventory an object at chosen accuracy 
by using i-size plots 

L, = n, . I , ,  (3) 

where: 

I ,  - time input to find and measure one i-size plot, 
n, - number of i-size plots. 

p - accuracy of  object inventory, 
t - Students statistic value. 

Plot size requiring least time input for inventory at 
settled accuracy is held optimal. 

Results 

Plots on the border of  two and more different compart- 
ments are divided into two or more sectors. Plots situated 
inside the compartment are complete, i.e. without sectors. 

Variation in the number o f  plots per site measured 
by standard deviation from the average is quite stable 
both in a separate object (square of 2x2 km) and whole 
experiment - among objects. When tract edge length is 
125  m, the standard deviation of  the number of plots 
per  site from the average makes up 4% both taking the 
mean number of  all plots with sectors and mean number 
of  complete plots without sectors. Under edge length 
enlarged by 250  - 400  m, variation in the number of 
complete plots per site decreases up to 3-4%. The  least 
variation in the number of  plots without  sectors per 
site comprises 1% under tract edge length of  400  m.  

When tract edge length is 125 m, on average 1.34 
plots without sectors of the same tract fall per one site. 
Under edge length enlarged up to 250 m, the number of 
plots per site decreases up to 1.06. In case edge length is 
400 m practically every plot occurs in a different site. The 
number of all plots, including sectors, per site is 20 - 25% 
less than the number of plots without sectors falling per 
site. It means that every fourth plot falls on the border of 
two or  more sites. When tract edge length is 125 m, the 
total number of  plots, including sectors, falling per site is 
1.14. Under edge length enlarged up to 250 m, the number 
decreases up to 0.82, while under 400 m in length the total 
number of plots per site decreases up to 0.75. In all cases 
the line of plot number variation depending on tract edge 
length turns at 250 m point (Fig. 1). This shows that furth- 
er enlarging of  tract edge length has little effect on the 
number of  plots falling per site. 

-All plots including sectors 
1 .3  -+- Plots wi thou t  sectors 

Optimizing size and structure of  a tract and sample 
. 1.2 - 

plot, division of  forests into sites, their size, location, 2 
direction of linear objects, distribution regularity, time -.- 

--..- 
and labour expenses to measure and reach plots o f  = - 
different size, as well as volume variance in sample plots 0 , 9  

were estimated. 0 

$ 0.8 / 
Tract edge lengtl~ 0 7 -  

0 .6  . - - - - -  ~ ~ ~ - -  ~ - 

The average stand compartment size in Lithuanian 
100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 

forests is nearly 2 ha. Having square sites with insigni- Length of tract edge,  m 
ficant changes in their size it would suffice to allocate 
plots every 140 m and thus ensure falling of  each plot into Fig. 1- Number of plots Per site depending on tract 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the number of block lines by the edge 
length size of direction anglc 

While carrying out state forest inventory in 1969, 
sample plots in a tract were allocated every 200 m, on 
average 1.1-1.2 plots fell per the same stand compartment 
(KulieSis, 1971). In our test, after edge length had been 
enlarged up to 250 m, the number of plots falling per site 
decreased up to 1.06. Therefore, the results of our 
studies conducted on the forests of the Biriai forest 
enterprise are close to these of the inventory in 1969. 
This proves that the results obtained in the Biriai forest 
may be applied for the inventory of the whole country. 

Direction of block lines 

A total of almost 15 thous. lengths of block line seg- 
ments were measured, half of them in NS direction and 
slightly less in EW direction. Most NS block lines are 
oriented in NW 2.1" direction, while these being perpen- 
dicular to them - in NE 88.7" direction. In each square the 
angle of section line direction changes from 5 to 20 
degrees. Distribution of the number of lines according to 
the direction angle size (Fig. 2) shows, that a consider- 
able portion of lines on both sides deviate 10-15 and 
more degrees from the average. 

Thus, even if the general mean angle of lines direc- 
tion is close to NS and EW directions, variation in direc- 
tion angle is quite great in a concrete location. Variation 
in the direction angle of lines is great among different 
regions as well. Here it reaches nearly 5 degrees on both 
lines of NS and EW direction. The most distant from the 
republic's average are the angles of NS block line direc- 
tion in the forests near BalbieriSkis (+8.7"), TelSiai (+6.S0), 
Ramygala (+6.9"), Taujenai (-5.4"), DCikStas (-6"), AukS- 
tadvaris (-6. I"), EiSiSkes (-8.5"). In the greater part of re- 
gions studied (16 from 20) block lines of NS and EW 

direction are almost perpendicular to each other. In the 
rest regions the angle of crossing of block lines deviates 
3 - 7 degrees from 90%. Great variation in the direction 
of block lines cannot create a situation for an increased 
occurrence of plots on block lines and it is quite accept- 
able to orientate the direction of tract lines in NS and EW 
directions. 

Estimation of distrihrition regularity of liiienr objects 

A total of 240 intervals among linear objects cross- 
ing lines in NS direction and 239 lines in EW direction 
drawn in the largest tract of each of 20 squares of 25x25 
km were measured. The length of lines drawn in NS di- 
rection and used to check the intersection of various 
linear objects ranged in different squares from 3.2 to 19.1 
km, while in EW direction from 1.8 to 2 1.8 km. The length 
of lines checked on both directions as well as the num- 
ber of linear objects crossing them differed insignificant- 
ly. It shows that linear objects in studied regions are 
equally oriented both in EW and NS direction. 

In objects studied section lines occur most frequent- 
ly. The average distance between block lines oriented to- 
wards EW and crossing NS line is equal 631 m, while bet- 
ween those oriented NS and crossing EW line equals 565 
m. Variation in distances between section lines in both 
directions comprises 47%. EW oriented ditches and streams 
are located every 1233 m, roads - every 1648 m. 40% of 
studied linear objects (roads, ditches and streams) were 
recorded not more than once. Great variation is charac- 
teristic of the location distances of roads and ditches. 
Variation in distances among EW oriented roads is 1358 rn 
(82 %), while among streams and ditches of the same 
direction - 1938 m (157%). In NS direction roads are locat- 
ed more sparsely (1771 m), streams and ditches - more 
densely -every 1137 m. Variation here is less as compared 
to roads oriented EW and makes up 985 m (56%), while that 
in distances among ditches and streams is similar, as com- 
pared to EW oriented ones - 1747 m (1 54%). 

The most frequent reiteration period of linear 
objects oriented in both directions is 375 m, however, 
quite a large number of intervals was ascertained for re- 
iteration intervals up to 2.6 km (Fig. 3.). 

Practically no essential differences in the number of 
linear objects directed NS and EW, in distances among 
them and in variation in the distances have been found. 
The results of this study confirm that square form of a 
tract is most appropriate. 

The results of the study have shown a great varia- 
tion in distances among linear objects in Lithuanian fo- 
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tion in the direction and distribution frequency of linear 
objects requires no special conditions for the location 
regularity or direction of sampling units. These parame- 
ters should be ascertained in such a way that sampling 
units were not concentrated too much and it would be 
convenient to realize practically such sampling design. 
Distances among sample plots (250 m) were determined 
taking into account the average site size in Lithuanian 
forests. Under the absence of regular location reiteration 
of streams, roads, ditches, it is practically most conven- 
ient to allocate sampling units on the edges of a square 
oriented in NS - EW directions. 

Dependence of tree vol~rrtre variarzce on plot size 
and staiirl peclrliarities 

- 0 - a~nt lnf  block lines Tree volume variance dependence on tree species, 
-I- among roads 

-a. a m o n g d i t c h c s a n d  streams age, stocking level and site productivity was compared 
according to plots measured in the Kaz l i~  Riida forests 

. .  . .  . with the nieasure~nents made in the forests of other 

Lithuania's regions (Fig. 4). 

. .  . . .  
In the Kazly Riida forests the least volume variance 

is characteristic of pine and black alder stands, then fol- 
low spruce, birch and other broad-leaved stands while 
analysing volume variance in different regions of Lithu- 
ania i.e. under different conditions, less volume variance 
in pine and broad-leaved stands may be explained by in- 

o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 sufficient number of plots (Table I) and insufficient re- 
Distance, m presentation of diversity. 

Fig. 3. Distaricc among lincar objects crossing E W  (A)  and The greatest volume variance (coefficient of vari- 
NS (B) lines ation over 100%) is peculiar to stands aged 20 years. 

With increasing age variation in tree volume decreases 
rests. Most frequent distances among linear objects are in the Kazly RCida forests constantly, while in the whole 
not multiples for a planned in the sampling design 250 or Lithuania only up to 60 years of age. Stands aged up to 
400 m in length of tract sides. Most important is the fact 60 years are less affected by irregular thinning, wind- 
that linear objects have no prevailing orientation, they breaks and other factors having negative impact on 
are evenly met in NS and EW directions, and as the di- stand structure, and, growing intensively they smooth 
rection variation in block lines, the most frequently down the consequences of this impact. Later stand 
occurring linear objects, shows, it is so even in all the structure starts worsening irreversibly, thus, volume va- 
rest of directions. riation increases. 

Thus, tracts should be located according to system- With increasing stand stocking level from 0.25 to 
atic with random start network, uniform for the whole 0.65 volume variation decreases 2-3 times. In stands with 
Litliilania. Individual forest tracts on the territory of greater than 0.65 stocking level volume variation stabil- 
Lithuania are located quite randonlly. The direction of izes. In stands of the Kazlq Riida forests with greater 
block lines and other linear objects and distances among than 0.95 stocking level the variation in volume increases 
them are projected in each forest tract independing of due to accidental and unforeseen formation of gaps in 
each other. All this preconditions that a uniform system- them. This shows that the most stable spatial structures 
atic location of tracts on the entire territory of Lithuania are stands with 0.7-0.9 stocking level. Volume variation 
will represent the whole diversity of forest and forest here is within 30 - 40% range. While grouping stands by 
lands as well as its categories. A very pronounced varia- stocking level it is possible to decrease the dependence 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of tree volume ( I  + I1 storey) variation on tree species, age stocking level, site productivity index in Kazli~ 
Riida and other Lithuanian forests 

of variation in tree volume on sample plot size. In groups 
of stands homogeneous according to stocking level the 
impact of plot size on volume variation is minimal. On 
plot area increasing from 100 to 500 rn' the coefficient of 
volume variation on average decreases 2-5%, while in 
stands with 0.3 stocking level even increases 25-30%. 

The highest volume variation is observed on sites 
of low productivity. It is the consequence of greater site 
fertility variation. With increasing site productivity volu- 
me variation decreases, whilest in very productive sites 
of Lithuanian forests it starts increasing. This is the 
result of the most uneven and insufficient utilization of 
productive sites. 

Volume variation tendencies depending on plot size 
in Kazly Rods and other Lithuanian forests are very simi- 
lar (Fig. 4). The coefficient of variation in the Kazly RU- 
da forests on plots of 300-400 m2 in size is 3 - 5% less as 
compared to that of volume variation in other Lithuanian 
forests. It demonstrates that only bigger plots may 
reliably reveal volume variation and diversity of stand 
structure in a region. Overall tree volume variation in 
Lithuanian forests is greater than the variation in forests 
of an individual region. 

Different authors (F.Freese, 196 1)  quite often point 
out that the ratio of squares of coefficient of variation in 
plots of differing area is adversely proportional to the 
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square root of their area ratio. In Lithuanian forests this Table 2. Comparison of time input required to 

peculiarity is expressed in a quite weaker way. If plot area find and measure tract in Kazlq Ruda and other 
Lithuanian forests (3 surveyors) 

increases 5 times, the ratio of squares coefficients of vo- 
lume variation decreases 1.4 times instead of foreseen 2.2 
times. Tree volume variation in Lithuanian forests differs 
very slightly in plots of I00 and 200 m2. With increasing 
plot area from 400 to 500 m' volume variation in spruce 
and birch stands fails to decrease, sometimes even in- 
creases (Fig. 4). In stand groups with equal stocking 
level as well as in stands growing on sites of the same 
productivity volume variation is practically independant 
on plot size. In stands of low stocking level it is vice 
versa - volume variation increases with increasing plot 
size. These peculiarities show, that the specific structure 
of Lithuanian forests, wliich especially in recent years 
have been forming under unfavourable factors: wind, 
drought, pests, being characterized by high volume va- 
riation, (50 - 80%) require special attention during in- 
ventory. 

No. 

I .  I 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 

1.6 

Time inpuf 

Of 392 tracts planned to measure annually in Lithu- 
ania 8 1 (21 %) has one sample plot, 78 (20%)-2, 59 (1 5%)- 
3 sample plots and only 175 (44%) are complete, i. e. have 
4 sample plots. It is ollvious that not less than 2 objects 
will have to be measured per day, thus, it is urgent to 
estimate time required for driving between two tracts. 
Taking into account the distance between tracts (23 km) 
and the contents of operations (remains unnecessary 
preparation for the workday), the duration of 76.3 min. 
was estimated to drive from one tract to another and to 

Operation 

Preparation tbr work 
Driving to the tract 
Preparation for survey 
Finding thc tract 
Control o f  adequacy start~ng 
and flnishlng polnts at tract 
Return to tlic car 

Total 

find it. 
General time input may be divided into 2 parts: tract 

and plot. Tract input comprises tirne expenses for driv- 
Estimation of time input per plot 

ing to the tract, finding it, marking in nature and register- 

Timc input per tract, mln. 

ing on maps and schemes. Plot input comprise direct 
Time input in permanent plots was estimated separa- 

measurements in the plot and walking among plots. 
tely for Kazly Ruda and other Lithuanian forests (Table 3). 

Kazlq Ruda 
13 4 
174  
7 3 
6 4 
6 4 

10.2 

61.1 

Estimation of time input per tract 

Lithuania 
13.4 
60.0 
7.3 
6.4 
6 4 

10.2 

103 7 . 

Time input per tract depends on the average dis- 
tance between the tract and campsite of the working 
group as well as distances among tracts. In Kazly Riida 
experimental object tracts were on average 7.4 km away 
from the object (KulieSis, 1996, KasperaviCius, 1997). 
Travelling to the tract took on average 17.4 min. With 
different distance from the campsite to the tract 
changes the time required to travel 1 km. In case the dis- 
tance is greater than 10 km the mean speed of driving 
car (Niva) approaches 30 kmlh. For the sake of conven- 
ience campsites of working groups are situated in the 
centres of forest enterprises or regions. Given possible 
number of campsites (40 - 45), difficulties arise in 
researching tract directly. The mean way from campsite 
to tract in Lithuania was estimated 30 km, while the way 
between two adjacent tracts - 23 km. Therefore, time 
input necessary to reach tracts in Lithuanian forest will 
essentially differ from that required in the Kazly Riida 
forests due to increasing distance. Other expenses re- 
main constant (Table 2). 

Table 3. Comparison of tirne input required to single out and 
measure sample plot (400 m2 in Kazly Riida and 500 m2 in  
other Lithuanian forests (3 surveyors) 

Time variance of most operations per plot, express- 
ed by the coefficient of variation is found to be 55-60%, 
its sampling error estimated 7-10%. In accordance with 
estimated time consumption to perform different opera- 
tions, the structure of time input to measure sample plot 
was elaborated. Time input to measure sample plot with 
the aid of three surveyors in the Kazly Riida forests 
comprises 77.2 min., in other Lithuanian forests - 64.3 

No. 

2.1 
2.2 
2.3 

2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2 8 

2 9 
2.10 
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Operation 

Walking 
Marklng o f  the ccntre 
Dclimitation ofcircular plot and mcasurcnicnt 
of trec diameters 
Sampling oftrecs h anglc count plots 
~Mcasurcmcnt of trcc hc~ghts 
Measurement of tree agc and increment 
Description of sod, sltc 
Countlng and dcscription of underbrush and 
tindergrowth 
F~lling in thc card 
F~n~shinz 
Total 

T ~ m c  input p ~ r  plot, min. 
Kazlq Rilda 

10.6 
4.9 
20.5 

9.5 
6.9 
6 8 
3.2 
4.0 

8 4 
2.4 
77 2 

Lithuania 
8.0 
3.7 
19.1 

5.0 
6.9 
6.8 
2.5 
2.8 

6 3 
3.2 

64.3 
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min. A decrease in time input by almost 20% may be ex- 
plained by reduced volume of measurements in Lithuanian 
forests. Instead of allocating 3 angle count plots in the 
Kazly Ruda forests in other forests of Lithuania t io  angle 
count plots have been allotted. The area of a circular plot 
in Lithuanian forests was enlarged up to 500 m2, but the 
number of measurable trees was reduced by increasing 
their diameter from 10 to 14 cm.. After experience had been 
gained and skills acquired, the organizational work, walk- 
ing from one plot to another (mean walking speed 1875 m/ 

h), marking the centre of a plot, describing soil, under- 
brush, filling in the card, etc. were improved. 

Most measurement operations are independent of 
plot size. Only tree diameter measurement in circular 
plots, tree height measurements in circular and on angle 
count plots as well as tree age and increment measure- 
ment on them depend on plot size. Taking into account 
time input necessary to measure one tree diameter, 
height, age increment (KulieSis, 1996, KasperaviEius, 
1997), as well as the dependance of the number of trees 
on their number per plot, time input required to carry out 
these operations in plots of differing size was estimated 
(Table 4) 

Table 5. Estimation of time input to detrmine volume per 
object at the 5 % accuracy 

In accordance with the coefficient of tree volume 

Character~stlcs 

Coefficient of varnuon per plot, % 
Number ofplots to estlmate volume a1 5 % 
sampling error 
Time input per plot, rnin 
Time input for walking per plot, min 
Time input for measurement and driving 
per plot, min 
Total r i m  input to Inventory object 

In plots without walkins and driving 
in plols, mcluding walk~n!: and dr lvln~ 

variation the number of plots needed to estimate the 
volume in an object was calculated at the 5 % accuracy. 

Plot slze, m' 

To obtain the same accuracy per object, it is necessary 
to have almost by 38 % less plots of 500 m2 as compared 

100 1 200 
68.2 1 64.2  

I86 l i 5  
52.1 5 5 6  

to the number of plots of 100 m2. Time input required to 

300 
61.2 

I50 
58.8 
25.9 

84.7 

R8?0 
12705 

25.9 

78.0 

measure plots of different size was ascertained. With 

25.9 

81.5 

greater size of plots from 100 to 500 m2 time input in- 
creases almost by 20 % (Fig. 5 ,  B). By including driving 

400 1 500 

96')l 1 9174 
14503 13448 

time falling per plot, time input increases only by 13 94 

I10 
61.7 
25.9 

87.6 

8638 
12264 

while plot size increases even by 5 times. This accounts 

135 
64.3 
2 5 . ~  

90.2 

8680 
12177 

for the fact that most time consuming operations (driv- 
ing, walking, determination of general plot characteris- 
tics) are independent of plot size. Including only work in 

Table 4. Time input required to measure plot depending on the plot, the least time input was obtained in the whole 
its size (3 surveyors) object by using plots of 400-500 m' in size (Tablt: 5, Fig. 

5, C), while together with driving - minimal time input 
results from using plots of 500 m2. By using plots of 500 
m2, as compared to these of 100 m2, time input approxi- 
mately is reduced 12 %, while including walking and 
driving - more than by 19 %, i. e. rather significantly. 

In Lithuanian forests, taking into consideration their 
configuration diversity, incomplete tracts will be allocated 
as well. A considerable part will be singled out individua!- 
ly (7 %), in pairs (14 %) and in three (16 %) plots. Thus, 
after optimal plot size, optimal construction of complete 
tract had been estimated, it was important to estimate 

Bearing in mind that the number of angle count plots time input required to measure tracts of varying size, driv- 
is reduced up to two, greater diameter (14 cm) of ing to the tract, driving from one tract to another, i. e. ex- 
measurable trees in plot of 500 m2, in Lithuanian forests cluding time of preparation for the work (Table 6). 
has been estimated 4 % less time input as compared to While analysing time input required to measure 
analogous input in the Kazly RCida forests. tracts of different size it has been found, that one day is 

enough to measure tract of any size together with prepa- 
Plot size optimization ration and measurement of additional tract with missing 

plots up to 5. By measuring tracts with 1 plot, only 3-4 
To estimate optimal plot size in Lithuanian forests, plots can be measured per day. Thus, in allocating plots 

volume variance per plot has been simulated (Table 5). individually time input should be raised 50 %. By 
It has been found, that the coefficient of volume varia- measuring tracts with 2 plots it is possible to measure 4 
tion decreases from 68 to 58 % while plot size increases plots per day. Due to application of this sampling design 
5 times - from I00 to 500 m2. in all Lithuanian forests, time input would increase 25 %. 
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Table 6. Estimation of time input to define volume in an with random start, it allows us to avoid possible natural 
object at 5 % accuracy and artificially created consequences of forest changes. 

Time input 

Preparation for work 
Dnving to tract and finding it 
Dnvmg From one tract to another and tinding it 
Walking among plots 
Measurements wittun plots 
Total per tract 
- with preparation for the day 
- with dnv~ng tiom one tract to anoll~er 

I'ort~or~ of time illput per plot within total 
expenses. % 
- with preparation for work 
- with driving From one tract to another 

Number ofplots per tract 
1 - 1 - 1 .  

Number of lots er obect, O h  -1 
Time input, min. 

13.4 1 13.4 1 13.4 1 13.4 

Work in the plot when measuring complete tracts and 
driving from the campsite constitutes 62 %, while driving 
from tract to tract -time input per plot increases up to 67 
% of the whole time. While working in tracts with one 
plot, measurements in plot would comprise 34 and 41 % 
of the time respectively, and the rest of time would be 
taken by driving. Having in mind, that on average per day 
2 tracts with 2 - 3 or 1 and 4 plots would be measured, time 
input per working day is distributed in the following way: 
50 - 60 % for measurement of the plot and 40 - 50 % for 
driving and walking between the tracts and plots. During 
remeasurement time consumption within plot will de- 
crease, and the ratio of driving to walking as well as work 
in the plot will approximate each other. 

The analysed sampling design, thus, is optimized in 
respect of an individual plot measurement, its structure 
and grouping. Sample plot of 500 m2 is optimal taking into 
account time input required to do the work in a plot, 
walking among plots and driving among groups of plots. 
After B. Zeide's, 1980 the optimum criteria are: "time in- 
put for plot measurement and for driving, as well as walk- 
ing in an optimal sampling design must be equal, our 
sampling design is also close to optimal. 

Sampling design has been optimized also in respect 
of tract size. Maximal number of plots per tract is 4, it 
ranges from 1 to 4, on average in Lithuania being equal 
to 2 .  8. Each plot grouped in this way has a probability 
to enter a different stand compartment or site. In the 
Birtai experimental object in case division of plots into 
sectors is included the average occurrence of one plot 
per 1. 22 site has been ascertained. 

Most frequent linear objects (streams, ditches, 
roads, block lines), being able to affect forest formation 
on a regular wave principle, are located irregularly. Varia- 
tion in their direction and reiteration frequency often 
exceed 100 %. By applying systematic sampling design 

Kazly Rlida 

Ofher Lifhuanian regions 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

A Plot size, rn 

Timc itrprrt to mccrsrrrc I 
plot, rwrlk and clrivc, nrin 

y = 0.03051 + 75.55 

.- 90 R' = 0.997 
E 

Time inprrt to mensure 
I plol, min 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

B 
Plot size, m2 

Taking work in n plot, walking and 
C driving, min. 

:13 j 
0 0 
2 3 2  1 .- 

C 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
Plot size, mZ 

Fig. 5. Optimization of plot size 
A - dependence of tree volume variance on plot size; 
B - dependence of time input to measure plot on plot size 
C - dependence of time input to inventory object on plot 
size 

Conclusions 

1 .  Studies of tree volume variance resulted in opti- 
mizing, time input to measure plots and reach them, as 
well as the structure of forests in respect of stand size, 
distribution of linear objects and their location, the size 
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and structure of sampling units for Lithuanian forest in- 
ventory. 

2. The average size c?f Lithuanian forest stand com- 
partment is 2 ha. After allocation of plots in groups 
every 250 m, a sufficiently high representativeness of 
sampling scheme and occurrence of each plot on a 
different (on average 0.82 of a plot or its sector fall per 
one site) site is ensured. 

3. Linear objects (rivers, streams, ditches, roads, 
block lines) being able to affect the formation of forest 
location on a regular wave principle vary both in their 
direction and duration of reiteration ~ e r i o d .  

on optimization of sampling forcst invcntory paramctcrs 
based on experimental forcst invcntory data of 1996 in 
JlirC forcst district of Kazlq Rlida training forcst enter- 
prisc]. Kaunas, 94 p. 

KulieSis A.  1989. Medynq naSumas ir jo panaudojimas [Yicld of 
forest stands and its use]. Vilnius, 141 p. 

KulieSis A. 1994. Medynq statistikq jvcrtinimas pagal skirtingo 
ploto apskaitos barclius. Lictuvos miSkq instituto mokslo 
darbai [Estimation of stand statistics by samplc plots of 
varying sizc. Procccdings of thc Lithuanian Forcst Rcscarch 
Institutc. Forestry, vol. 34. P. 112 - 1281. MiSkininkyste. 
34 t., P. 112 - 128. 

KulieSis A. 1996. NacionalinCs miSkq inventorizacijos Lietuvoje 
mctodikos tobulinimas. L~ctuvos miSkq instituto mokslo 
darbai [Dcvclopmcnt of thc National forcst invcntory 
(NFI) mcthodics In Lithuania. Procccdings of thc Lithu- 

4. The most acceptable in respect of time input, its anian Forcst Rcscnrch Institutc. Forcstry, vol. 2 ( 3 8 )  P. 81 
- 951. MiSkininkyste, 2 (38) t. Kaunas, P. 81 - 95. 

structure, optimization of work, stand compartment size, payendeh B., ~k A. R, 1986. Distance methods and density 

form direction of linear objects and regularity is a square cstirnators. Can. .J. For. KCS., 16. 918 - 924. 

tract with 250 m long edges oriented in NS, EW direct- Rannehy B., Cruse T., Hagglund R., Jonasson H. ,  Sward J .  
1987. Dcsigning a new national forcst survcy for Swcdcn. 

ions with evenly distributed sample plots in it. Studia Forcstalia Succica, NO 177, 29 p. 

5. The least tree volume variability in plots is ob- 
served in pine stands, in all 50 - 70 - year old stands 
with 0.7 - 0.9 stocking level and average yield sites (HA, 
= 25 - 30 m). 

6. The coefficient of tree volume variation decreases 
20 % and more under enlarged plot size by 5 times (from 100 
to 500 m2). The coefficient of volume variation in the Kazly 
Riida forests is 3 - 5 % less, as compared to that of volume 
variation in other Lithuanian forests. In groups of stands 
homogeneous according to the stocking level, age, site 
yield the variation in volume slightly depends on plot size. 

7. In order to minimize time input per object sampling 
units have been optimally constructed. They consists of 
circular plots of 500 m2 for measurement of trees with more 
than 14 cm in diameter, circular plots of 100 m2 for 
measurement of trees with more than 6 cm in diameter and 
these of 25 m2 for trees with more than 2 cm and for 

Schiclcr K., Biichscnmeister R., ~ c h a d a u d r  K. 1995. Ostcr- 
cichishc Forstinvcntur. Ergcbnissc 1986190. Forstlichc Bun- 
dcsvcrsuchsanstclt Wicn, 92. S .  267. Study on Europcan 
forcstry information and comniunication systcrns. 1997. 
Rcports on forcstry invcntory and survcy systcms. Volumc 
I - 2. Bclgium, Luxcmbourg: officc for official publications 
of  thc Europcan cornmunitics. 1328 p. 

Schmid - Haas P., Baumann E., Werner J. 1993. Forest in- 
vcntorlcs by unmarkcd pcrmancnt samplc plots: instruc- 
tion.-Birmcnsdorf: Swiss fcdcral Institutc for Forcst, Snow 
and Landscape Rcscarch, 135 p. 

Study on Europcan forcstry information and communication 
systems, 1997. Rcports on forcstry i~iventory and survcy 
systcms. Volumc I - 2. Bclgium, Luxcmbourg: officc for 
official p u b l ~ c a t ~ o n s  of thc Europcan communitics. 1328 p. 

Zcidc B. 1980. Plot s ~ z c  optimization. Forcst scicncc. Vol. 25. 
No 2. P. 251 - 257. 

A H T ~ H ~ ~ T U C  B., Penlullc H. 1973. O ~ L I T  UHBCHTapl.l3aUH&i neCOB 
~ H T B L I  hlaTe51aT11tiO - CTil~rkICTllqeCtillhI >lCTOnO\l [Expe- 
rience on forest inventory in Lithuania by mathematical 
- statistical method. Moscow: Forest industry, 104p.1. 
Moctisa: ~ C C H ~ R  npOhfblLLlJ~HHOCTb, 104 C .  

Kyneursc A.  197 1. O n b r ~  onpenenelilrn 3anaca npeseclltibl rocy- 

planted trees of different diameters. Also 2 plots of angle napcrsetreblx necor! n ~ r o n c a o i i  CCP ~ b l 6 0 ~ 0 q ~ b l > t  hiero- 
nohz. [Experience of growing stock resources estimation 

count have been set up for estimating stand parameters. in the state forests of Lithuania by sampling method]. 
8. Optimized construction of national forest inven- H u c c e p ~ a u ~ t a  ~a c o u c t i a ~ ~ r e  y q e ~ o i r  c r e n e ~ u  tin[-rn, c . -  :;. 

tory sampling units ensures the ratio 55 : 45 of time input 
for work within plot and driving among plots and their 
groups, as well as allocation of 5 permanent sampling 
plots during working day by a field team consisting of 
3 surveyors. 
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Msyqetia M3hIeHYllBOCTb 3anaCa npeBeCMHb1 FI llpeBOCTo5lX pa3llLlX IIOpOn bl OnpeneJIeHbi 3aTpaTbl kIa 3aKJIaKy ~ Y ~ T H ~ I X  

rlJIOlu&llOK p a 3 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 k  BelleYkIHbl. n y e ~  MMHkIXIM3aUMM 3aTPaT H a  06'beKT MHBeklTaP113aUMM YCTaHOBneHa OIJTMhlZUlbHZUl 

Berrwqaea nnouanKM 500 M'. Ann nocronFrlloro ~ a 6 n m n e i - 1 ~ ~  B necy onpeneneria KoMnneKcHm ~ & T M ; L R  enuHbrua B cocTase 

spyrosbrx n n o u a o e  500 hr' nnn nepeebea Tonure 14 CM, 100 M* - Tonme 6 CM, 25 M' - Tonure 2 cxl MIIM Bcex nepenbeo 

KynbTypHoro npoucxomneewa. Y s e ~  nonpocTa, nonnecsa 14 n e c o ~ o 3 0 6 ~ o ~ n e ~ ~ n  sene~ca  H a  n e w e  50 M ~ .  Cpennue 
XapaKTepMCTMKM EpeBOCTOeB, B03paCT M npMpOCT AepeBbeB npM nepBOM o 6 ~ e p e  OpnenenReTCa Ha nByX )T.TOBbIX nJlOUaKaX. 

B pe3ynb~are a~anu3a  CooTHoureHMn r r a ~ p a ~  H a  c o o 6 u r e ~ ~ e  (nepee3nbi u nepexonbr) Memy nnoluasahm M u 3 ~ e p e ~ ~ e  

IIepeBbeB rra n.rrotuanKe onpenenerta U ~ J I ~ C O O ~ ~ ~ ~ H O C T ~  bix rpynnMposaHun no 4 nnoruaKi4 B on~roii rpynne ( ~ p a ~ r e ) .  C 
UenblO nOBbIUleHKII penpe3eHTaTMBMOCTM CXehlbI B ~ I ~ O P K M  n)l'ebf CHMXeHWl BepOXTHOCTM nOIlaa1lllR 6onee 0nH0fi nJlOLUaJlKbi 

B TOT xe n b u e n  no M C I H M I I Y M ~  M c yqe~ohl cpen~efi B ~ J I P I Y ~ M ~ I  sbuena, em ~ o ~ @ u r y p a u u ~ t ,  B necax JIHTB~I onpeneneHa nqma  

C T O P O H ~ I  Tpawa 250 h'r. Y c ~ a ~ o s n e ~ r o  oTcyrcTnMe perynnpHocTM p a 3 ~ e m e ~ u n  n ~ ~ e i l ~ ~ r ~ r x  O ~ ~ ~ K T O B :  K B ~ P T ~ J I ~ H ~ I X  npocee, 
KatIL'IOB, peK, C ~ O C O ~ H ~ I X  MCKa3PITb OUCHKY JIeCHblX PeCYpCOB npM pe 'ynRpHOM pa3MeU(eHMM en1fHl.lLl Y I ~ T ~ .  ~ T U M  661x8 

O ~ O C I ~ O R ; I I I O  CMCTeMaTMYeCKaR CO ~ J I y Y a f i ~ b l ~  HaYan0h.f pa3hleUleHkle 1pYTlIIbl IIJlOlu'UOK - TpaKTOB, C 0p~eHTau~ef i  blX CTOpOli 

~a cenep-mr, ~ ~ ~ ~ I - B O C T O K .  
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